MEDIATION ETHICS IN AUSTRALIA – A CASE FOR RETHINKING THE FOUNDATIONAL PARADIGM

RACHAEL FIELD*

I INTRODUCTION

In contemporary Western society, including Australia, professional mediation practice has developed with a specifically defined foundational approach - a problem-solving, facilitative method, in which the mediator’s intervention is centred on providing the parties with a series of formal steps to assist their communication and to steer them towards a self-determined and mutually agreeable resolution of the issues in dispute.1 Facilitative mediation developed, in part, as a response to the adversarial system of law and justice.2 In that system the parties are said to lose control of their dispute, and a decision is imposed on them which invariably puts one party in a losing position.3 Facilitative mediation has offered an alternative to this inevitable outcome by offering the parties a democratic, cost-effective, party-centred, empowering, interests-based and principled option for resolving their dispute.4

Folberg and Taylor’s widely accepted, and often cited, definition of facilitative mediation is an early articulation of the paradigmatic approach. That definition describes mediation as a process ‘by which the participants, together with the assistance of a neutral person or persons, systematically isolate disputed issues in order to develop options, consider alternatives, and reach a consensual settlement that will accommodate their needs.’5
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Whilst this model continues to be practised by many mediators in a range of service provision contexts, it would be contentious to claim that it is the dominant or most widely practised model of mediation today. This is because mediation practice has become increasingly nuanced and sophisticated, along with the skills of its practitioners. This is a result of the increasingly wide reach of the process and its broad applicability to the resolution of a range of dispute types in modern society. There is now a spectrum of mediation models and approaches that range from those that continue to be facilitative and process oriented, to those that are therapeutic or based on narrative frameworks, to those that are evaluative and outcome focussed.

Although many diverse models of mediation are now practised, it remains accurate to say that the facilitative model of mediation continues to provide a foundational theoretical paradigm of ethical mediation practice. The key premise of this foundational ethical paradigm is that the mediator assumes an ‘outsider-impartial’ role, as opposed to an ‘insider-partial’ role. The ethical requirement of mediator neutrality provides the benefit of, at least theoretically, ensuring that any outcome reached is one that is self-determined by the parties.

try to reach a mutually acceptable settlement.’
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A neutral mediator is one who is ostensibly focused on managing only the process of mediation, and doing so in an even-handed way, in order to make it possible for the parties themselves to control the content of the dispute and the substance of the terms of its resolution. Accordingly, a mediator who is not neutral is unethical because they violate the possibility of party self-determination.
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Standards define mediation as:

…a process in which the participants, with the support of a mediator, identify issues, develop options, consider alternatives and make decisions about future actions and outcomes. The mediator acts as a third party to assist the participants to reach their decision.\(^{13}\)

This definition of mediation, whilst broad, maintains the focus of the process on maximizing the ‘participants’ decision making,’\(^{14}\) or in other words, distinguishes mediation as a process that enables party self-determination. In order to achieve party self-determination the Australian Practice Standards of 2007, and the accompanying Approval Standards,\(^{15}\) require mediators to ‘conduct the dispute resolution process in an impartial manner and adhere to ethical standards of practice.’\(^{16}\) As a result it can be argued that the neutrality/impartiality paradigm\(^{17}\) of ethics for Australian mediation practice continues, as the Standards affirm the imperative of mediator neutrality (or impartiality) as necessary for the achievement of party self-determination.\(^{18}\)

Although mediator neutrality is a paradigmatic ethic of mediation practice, it has also long been recognised as a concept about which there has been much contention and debate. Mediation practitioners and commentators alike cannot agree about what the concept actually means – either in theory or in practice - and there have been calls over many years from academics, practitioners and others in the mediation community to clarify the notion and its meaning in the mediation context. Responses extend from advocating that we abandon the rhetoric of mediator neutrality altogether, to various ideas about how the concept can be re-worked or better contextualized. These are discussed in sec-
The problems with the ethic of neutrality indicate that contemporary mediation practice lacks a sufficiently ‘developed theoretical structure’,\(^1\) and that the practice of the process has ‘moved far beyond any parallel development of an appropriate theoretical or philosophical basis.’\(^2\) This has a detrimental impact in terms of the erosion of the credibility of the process, and the stress it creates for mediation practitioners,\(^3\) and, as Astor writes, it is destabilizing for the mediation profession.\(^4\) Instability in a rapidly developing profession with an evolving practice in need of a solid theoretical foundation is a serious issue.

This article argues that there is a clear need to consider the complex issues raised by the neutrality dilemma and to develop a stable, sustainable, relevant and contemporary theoretical and ethical basis on which mediation praxis can grow constructively. In making out a case for rethinking mediation ethics, the article seeks to contribute to creating a foundation for the future credibility and legitimacy of mediation by helping to discontinue the ‘neutrality myth’.\(^5\) This is important in terms of sustaining the continuing development of mediation as a successful mode of dispute resolution that is able to provide parties with fair and equitable outcomes in contemporary Australia.

First, some definitions of both ethics and neutrality are discussed, and it is acknowledged that whilst the concept of neutrality is one that retains a strong historical resonance with practitioners, it is a concept that is troublesome, contentious, and even often unhelpful, to the realities of practice of an ethical mediation process.

This article then explores three key arguments for rethinking mediation ethics. The first argument concerns developments in Australian mediation practice and the realities of the demands of the current market for mediation services. This is an issue that has been raised and discussed by Laurence Boulle. The second argument draws on the work of Bernard Mayer entitled *Beyond Neutrality: Confronting the Crisis in Conflict Resolution*. In this work, Mayer calls for the notion of neutrality to be challenged and proposes a new conceptualisa-
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tion of the role of the dispute resolution specialist. The third argument relates to the relevance of the mediation process to situations of power imbalance, and the real need for mediators to be able actively to address power imbalances between the parties if true party self-determination is to be achieved. The article concludes with a call to the Mediation Standards Board – which has been established to oversee developing approaches to regulating the competency of Australian mediators and the standards of their practice – to take up the issue of rethinking mediation ethics.

II Neutrality as a Key Mediation Ethic

Neutrality has long been acknowledged as a key ethical concept in the process of mediation. Definitions and descriptions of mediation regularly refer to the neutrality of the mediator, and the mediation literature uses terms for mediators such as third-party neutrals, neutral third parties, and ‘neutral persons’. The standing of neutrality as a fundamental defining factor of foundational mediation theory is related to the centrality of the notion’s ‘important legitimising function for mediation’. That is, mediator neutrality can be said to draw people to the mediation process because it assures the parties of basic protections, such as their fair treatment, the appropriate use of mediator power, and consequently the achievement of party self-determination (which importantly
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in the mediation context means self-determination for each party in the dispute, not just for one party), as well as a mutually agreeable outcome. Before these elements of the rhetoric of neutrality in mediation can be usefully analysed, a consideration of the meaning of both ethics and neutrality is required.

A. Ethics

The National Alternative Dispute Resolution Advisory Council refers to ethics as ‘the attitudes and conduct of individual ADR practitioners.’ Parker and Evans define ethics as being:

concerned with deciding what is the good or right thing to do – right or wrong action, with the moral evaluation of our own and others’ character and actions. ... In deciding what to do and how to be, ethics requires that we look for coherent reasons for our actions .... . (Ethics) asks us to examine the competing interests and principles at stake in each situation and have reasons as to why one should triumph over the other, or how they can be reconciled.

Ethics and morality are often closely associated. Ethics can be considered as ‘the science of morals,’ ‘a moral system’ or as ‘rules of conduct.’ Whilst professional practice is often comprised of ‘a system of rules based on moral principles,’ ethics and ethical standards in professional practice contexts are often distinguished from morals. Morals can be considered as concerning ‘individual and personal beliefs about what is right and wrong’. In professional ethical decision-making it can be important for personal beliefs to be integrated into, and yet distinguished from, the professional requirements of the particular situation. This is referred to as role differentiation.
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A primary modern professional concern is to ensure that ethical standards of practice are maintained. In daily professional practice, it has been said that ‘nearly every decision a worker makes, even a technical one, is actually about ethics.’ Professional ethics in a practical sense can be taken as referring ‘to a collection of rules or standards of conduct expected of a particular professional group.’ Professional ethics can often be found articulated in codes or standards of practice, one of the basic purposes of which is to provide a quality benchmark against which a practitioner’s conduct can be measured. In the event that a practitioner departs ‘to a sufficiently marked degree’ from those standards, the profession (as a collective body) is able to hold the practitioner to account through reference to the code. In extreme cases of departure from the code, a practitioner may be excluded from the profession.

It is clear, however, that even ‘the best code of professional conduct can provide only partial direction to practitioners grappling with an ethical dilemma.’ Levy has said that such codes are ‘preambular’ because they are not able to reflect the complexity of ethical issues as they arise in practice. Codes are ‘helpful but do not (and cannot) provide definitive answers.’ For this reason, satisfying standards of professional practice requires practitioners to have the capacity not only to follow rules, but also to ‘be able to resolve dilemmas him or herself’.

Walker has said that ethical dilemmas in mediation can be divided into two categories. The first category relates to ‘relatively objective and clearly definable dimensions of the mediation process’ such as issues of ‘confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidentiality, cost (fee disclosure), education about the mediation process, informed consent, confidence
conflict of interest, and independent advice and counsel.

This category is relatively easily dealt with through standards and rules of conduct which pre-scribe certain approaches to these matters.

The second ethical concern relates to other ‘more subjective and less tangible matters’ of practice, such as mediator behaviour and neutrality, fairness and impartiality. It is this category of ethical concern that requires the use of a mediator’s discretion in managing their power in the process appropriately, and the application and maintenance of standards in relation to values of fair practice. Ethical decision-making in relation to this ethical category has been said often to involve an intuitional approach to ethics rather than an analytical one. This article considers Walker’s second category of ethical concern by querying the efficacy of the ethic of neutrality as a foundational guiding con-cept for a mediator’s attitude, behaviour and conduct in a process (mediation) that has as its central goal the achievement of party self-determination.

B. Neutrality and Impartiality

Neutrality is a foundational concept for liberal legal ideologies and notions of justice and fairness in Western democracies. It is for this reason, arguably, that the term has a legitimising function for mediation as an ‘alternative’ form of dispute resolution. This section discusses the meaning and use of the term ‘neutrality’, and considers the distinction that is sometimes made between neutrality and impartiality.

At a vernacular level, neutrality is defined as ‘the condition of being inclined neither way; absence of decided views, feeling, or expression; indifference.’ A neutral is described as someone who ‘takes neither side in a dispute’; who ‘belongs to neither party or side’; who occupies a ‘middle ground’.

Neutrality and impartiality are very closely related terms. Astor notes how ‘dictionary definitions of neutrality and impartiality define them in relation to each
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The Australian Pocket Oxford Dictionary uses the word ‘impartial’ in its definition of the term ‘neutral’. The Shorter Oxford Dictionary defines impartial as ‘not favouring one party or side more than another’, ‘unprejudiced’, ‘unbiased’, ‘fair, just, equitable’. This definition is clearly not dissimilar to that of neutrality, above. Further, for example, Shailor refers to ‘impartiality’ and ‘objectivity’ as neutrality’s ‘associated terms’; Maute states that ‘classic neutrality maintains that the mediator is both impartial and uncommitted as to outcome’, and the Index of The Mediator’s Handbook under the heading ‘impartiality, role of mediator’ has ‘defining neutrality’ as its first reference, and then under ‘neutrality’ a reference to ‘impartiality’.

In both general usage, and in mediation contexts also, ‘neutrality’ and ‘impartiality’ are related terms that are often used interchangeably, if not in effect conflated as synonyms. It is possible to make distinctions between them but commonly this is not done in the general vernacular.

Notwithstanding the related nature of neutrality and impartiality, one approach to managing some of the contested aspects of the concept of neutrality in mediation has been to distinguish neutrality from impartiality. Boulle has argued that this approach provides a way of accommodating different levels of mediator intervention within the range of mediation models. In Roberts’ view this
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62 Boulle, above n 29 20, 28-30. The four models identified by Boulle are: settlement, facilitative, therapeutic and evaluative. The evaluative model, also discussed below in relation to the literature on mediator ethics, is a model in which the mediator is interventionist. Wolski comments, however, that such analytical frameworks ‘can disguise the extent to which all mediators influence the course and outcome of mediations’; B Wolski, ‘Mediator Settlement Strategies: Winning Friends and Influencing People’ (2001) 12(4) Australasian Dispute Resolution Journal 248 249.
distinction ‘is not merely a terminological distinction,’ it permits recognition of the fact that ‘mediators are not neutral, inevitably having their own values, views, feelings, prejudices and interests.’

Boulle argued in the 1996 first edition of his seminal work that neutrality should be ‘used to describe a mediator’s sense of disinterest in the dispute and its outcome’ and the word impartiality should be used to refer to ‘an even-handedness, objectivity and fairness towards the parties during the mediation process.’ In this way, the terms can be said to have “a different significance.”

Impartiality can be argued as a core requirement because ‘it is inconceivable that the parties could waive the requirement that the mediator act fairly.’ Neutrality, on the other hand, can be said to be a less absolute requirement, because it is seen as possible that it ‘could be waived without prejudicing the integrity of the mediation process, for example in relation to a mediator’s prior contact with one of the parties or his or her previous knowledge about the dispute.’

This argument has achieved some currency. For example, it has been taken up in the work of the National Alternative Dispute Resolution Council (NADRAC), it has influenced the Standards administered by the Mediation Standards Board, and the distinction has also been embraced by senior practitioners seeking a nuanced explanation of their experience of the complexities of practice. Definitions of the mediation process are also developing that refer only to the mediator as impartial rather than neutral.
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64 Ibid.
66 Boulle, above n 29 28.
67 Ibid.
69 Ibid 20, 28-30.
70 See in particular, NADRAC above n 30 114, 108.
71 Personal communications with senior practitioners.
72 CM Currie, ‘Breaking the Definition Deadlock: A New Definition of Mediation that Focuses on the Fundamentals’ (2000) 24 *SPIDR News* 5 5: ‘Mediation is a dispute settlement and problem-solving process facilitated by someone who remains detached from the final substantive outcome, who assists the parties in safely specifying, framing, and confronting the issues, and who fosters disputant self-determination and balanced opportunities for participation, to achieve improved communication, greater understanding, and a significantly enhanced probability
In terms of NADRAC’s *A Framework for ADR Standards*, for example, neutrality is used to refer to questions of interest, and impartiality is used to refer to mediator behaviour. The two terms are said to work in an integrated way to allow a practitioner ‘to demonstrate independence and lack of personal interest in the outcome,’\(^{73}\) as well as ‘an open mind, free of any preconceptions or predisposition towards either of the parties.’\(^{74}\)

NADRAC sees the particular responsibilities of the practitioner in relation to neutrality as being ‘to identify and disclose any existing or prior relationship between the practitioner and the parties, any interest in the outcome of the dispute, any present or future conflicts of interest and any values, experience or knowledge that may prevent a practitioner from acting impartially.’\(^{75}\) The responsibilities in relation to impartiality are said to be grounded in retaining the parties’ confidence, and ensuring that each party perceives that the practi-
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\(^{73}\) NADRAC, above n 30 112.

\(^{74}\) Ibid.

\(^{75}\) Ibid 108, 114. For NADRAC ‘neutrality’ concerns the state of the practitioner’s interest in the dispute and requires disclosure to the parties of: ‘Any existing or prior relationship or contact between the practitioner and any party. Any interest in the outcome of the particular dispute. The basis for the calculation of all fees and benefits accruable to the practitioner. Any likelihood of present or future conflicts of interest. Personal values, experience or knowledge of the ADR practitioner which might substantially affect their capacity to act impartially, given the nature of the subject matter and the characteristics of the parties. Having made the disclosure, the practitioner must also decide whether they should withdraw, or, with the express permission of all parties, continue.’ ibid 112.
tioner is treating them fairly throughout the process. These responsibilities are considered to be demonstrated by, amongst other things, ‘an even-handed conduct of the process’, and ‘avoiding any appearance of partiality or bias through word or conduct.’ Drawing a distinction between neutrality and impartiality therefore makes it is possible to justify certain mediator interventions or actions in the mediation process that might strictly contradict an ethic of neutrality, but could be said nevertheless to sit within an ethical conceptualisation of impartiality.

The distinction between the two terms has been found by many to be a useful one. It is particularly useful for those steeped in the dilemmas of the current relationship between the theory and practice of the mediation process who are seeking a nuanced explanation of the mediator’s role. Realistically, however, it is unavoidable that there remains a level of overlap in the meaning of the terms, and of understandings of those meanings. The general usage of the terms as interchangeable cannot be ignored.

The distinction could therefore be argued as somewhat artificial. Indeed, the difference between the terms is by no means universally accepted or certain. Some writers simply assert that neutrality means ‘being impartial’, whilst others say that ‘neutrality, by its very nature, must include impartiality’. Astor’s view is that distinguishing neutrality and impartiality ‘is far from the complete answer’, and that the distinction can in fact create contradictions.

76 NADRAC, above n 30 112-113. ‘Any limits on the requirement of impartiality should be clearly explained to and understood by the parties.’

77 Ibid 113. ‘Impartiality requires the ADR practitioner to: Conduct the process in a fair and even-handed way. Generally treat the parties equally (e.g. spending approximately the same time hearing each parties’ statement or approximately the same time in separate sessions). Not accept advances, offers or gifts from parties. Give advice and allow representation, support or assistance equally to parties. Ensure they do not communicate noticeably different degrees of warmth, friendliness or acceptance when dealing with individual parties. Organise the venue, times and seating in a way which suits all parties.’

78 Boulle, above n 65 19.

79 H Gadlin and EW Pino, ‘Neutrality: A Guide for the Organisation Ombudsperson’ (1997) 13 Negotiation Journal 17 18. Cooks and Hale comment that neutrality and impartiality ‘are treated in at least some standards documents as though they are synonymous terms. However, they can (and perhaps, should) be distinguished from each other.’: Cooks and Hale, above n 61 62.


81 Astor, ‘Rethinking Neutrality: A Theory to Inform Practice – Part I above n 9 77:}
and problems for mediation theory and practice, rather than resolving them.\textsuperscript{82} Even when distinguished, both terms provide ‘an index’ for actions in practice that will allow a mediator to successfully maintain their role;\textsuperscript{83} and they are ‘used to account for the success or failure of the mediation process.’\textsuperscript{84}

Most importantly perhaps, given that the words are often used synonymously in the vernacular, theoretical distinctions between neutrality and impartiality are not necessarily meaningful for the parties who are seeking a fair and ethical process. The distinction can only really make sense for the parties if it is explored and discussed with them in detail in the preparation, intake and introduction steps of the mediation process. This simply does not occur in practice, and to suggest that it should would simply lead to the inclusion of potentially complicating and confusing definitional discourse in the preliminary stages. For most mediators the distinction is also one that would need to be a focus of their ethical training if it were to inform their ethical practice meaningfully. Again, there is currently no consistent approach to achieving this. The end result is that the credibility of the mediation community is brought into question if we make distinctions about critical ethical concepts that are not made or readily understood by others.\textsuperscript{85}

For these reasons, in this article the term neutrality is used in its broad sense, thus including notions of impartiality. This is important and realistic for an analysis of the arguments that support a rethink of the foundational ethics of mediation practice.

The term ‘neutrality’ is therefore treated here as a multi-dimensional term that is used to convey a variety of meanings. In the discussion below, unless otherwise stated, the term is taken as denoting the following meanings in the context of mediation:

• that the mediator has no conflict of interest with the parties or the issues to be resolved,

• that the mediator is not interested in the outcome of the dispute they are

\textsuperscript{82} Cooks and Hale, above n 61 63.
\textsuperscript{84} Shailor, above n 57 9.
\textsuperscript{85} Astor, ‘Mediator Neutrality: Making Sense of Theory and Practice’ above n 9 227.
mediating,

- that the mediator is not biased towards or against either party,
- that the mediator generally lacks detailed prior knowledge of the dispute and/or the parties,
- that the mediator is fair and even-handed in their practice of the process,
- that the mediator is fair and even-handed in their treatment of the parties,
- that the mediator will not make a judgment about the dispute or the parties, and
- the mediator will not make a decision for the parties.86

III The Neutrality Dilemma

One of the most important promises of fairness made in relation to the mediation process in the current ethical paradigm is that the achievement of party self-determination is made possible through the neutrality of the mediator. The achievement of party self-determination is associated with respect for party autonomy and for party empowerment. As Greatbatch and Dingwall acknowledge in relation to the mediation process, client control ranks ‘among the great unquestioned goods of our time,’87 not least because it is ‘both more efficient and morally superior to determination by some public authority.’88

The apparent simplicity of the ethical relationship between mediator neutrality and party self-determination is appealing and easy to promote convincingly to parties. That is, a mediator who is free of favouritism, prejudice or bias makes it possible for the parties to reach their own, uncoerced agreement. A mediator who favours one party over another, or who is prejudiced or biased towards a particular party, does not. A mediator is ethically required to uphold party self-determination; a mediator is therefore ethically required to be neutral.

Why then is the concept of neutrality in mediation so widely acknowledged as troublesome?89 The principal difficulty with the ethic of neutrality is that, as an ethical premise that aims to guide the mediator’s role in the process, it is

86 See for example, Astor and Chinkin, above n 25 102.
88 Ibid 614.
89 See Astor, ‘Rethinking Neutrality: A Theory to Inform Practice – Part I’ above n 9 74.
relatively easily shown to be unworkable and unrealistic. The ethical requirement of neutrality aims both to make the process fair and credible, and also to make self-determination possible for each party. If, however, a mediator acts neutrally in their practice, they will allow existing power dynamics between the parties (and any power imbalances) to play out. The result is likely to be an outcome dominated by the party who is, on balance, more powerful. In such a case, the process cannot be seen as ethical, fair or just as only one party achieves self-determination.

In addition, claims of neutrality can be established as, in reality, imperfect. Mediators, as human beings, inevitably bring their individual and personal values and beliefs to their facilitation of the process, and are inevitably affected by their own ‘set of cognitive and motivational biases.’ There is also evidence that mediators influence the content and outcomes of the disputes they mediate.

The aspiration of fulfilling the ethical requirement of neutrality places mediators in a stressful and conflicted professional position. Indeed, as Marshall’s recent Australian study has revealed, one of the key stressors mediators face in practice relates to trying to support the achievement of party self-determination, at the same time as fulfilling an ethic of mediator neutrality. The enduring nature of this ethical problem is evidenced by the fact that it was first articulated in Bush’s US study of ethical dilemmas experienced by mediators in practice in 1994. In that study, the conflict between mediator neutrality and the practical need to support party self-determination ‘was more reported than any other’ type of dilemma.

The problems with the ethic of neutrality have resulted in a number of sug-
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gestions as to how they might be resolved or overcome. These suggestions range from abandoning the notion of neutrality, to re-contextualising or re-conceptualising it in order to make it more relevant to the realities of mediation practice. The most scholarly and well-defended proposal has come from Hillary Astor who has articulated a way of ‘doing neutrality’ based on a situated, contextual approach that moves practice from a binary construct of mediator neutrality to a broader concept of legitimizing mediation through a focus on notions of consensuality and ‘maximizing party control.’

Whilst these suggestions constitute a valuable contribution to the mediation literature, none has yet gained strong traction in terms of current practice. The default position of asserting to parties in the mediator’s opening statement that a mediator will be neutral and/or impartial in their facilitation of the process remains in place. Although there is some recognition that the ethic of neutrality is not “realistic”, mediation theory and scholarship has not yet provided a widely accepted answer to the problem. A key ethical assertion of the mediation process therefore remains largely aspirational and practically unachievable.

It is not within the scope of this article to offer a new ethical paradigm for mediation. Rather, the focus of this article is simply to outline a persuasive case for the need to rethink mediation ethics. The following sections of the article


argue that mediation ethics should be rethought on three grounds: first, on the basis of developments in Australian mediation practice and the realities of the demands of the current market for mediation services; second, on the basis of the persuasive arguments offered in the 2004 work of Bernard Mayer which challenge the notion of neutrality;¹⁰⁰ and third, on the basis of the real need for mediators to be able actively to address power imbalances between the parties if true party self-determination is to be achieved. These arguments are now explored in turn.

IV DEVELOPMENTS IN AUSTRALIAN MEDIATION AND THE DEMANDS OF THE CONTEMPORARY DISPUTE RESOLUTION MARKET

The practice of mediation in Australia has undergone significant change and development since its inception in the 1970s. Boulle identifies this process of development as having passed through a series of phases.¹⁰¹ The first phase involved great enthusiasm and passion for the potential of a new, positive, more humane process offering an alternative to litigation. Boulle describes this phase as involving ‘unbounded optimism about the new pursuit, an idealised vision of what it can provide, and an enthusiastic conviction in its capacities to deal with both individual and societal issues.’¹⁰²

In Australia it is increasingly acknowledged that in this stage of the development of mediation some exaggerated claims were made about the process and its strengths as an alternative to litigation.¹⁰³ These claims were made not only by individual practitioners but also by service providers and government.¹⁰⁴ Mediator neutrality was one such optimistic assertion. Apart from the claim of mediator neutrality, the ethics of mediator behaviour, and the practice of the mediator’s role were otherwise comparatively ill-developed in this first phase of enthusiasm and hope. Even references to mediator neutrality were usually only to assert the need for it, rather than to explore, and give guidance on, what it meant in practical terms.

¹⁰¹ Boulle, above n n 29 284.
¹⁰² Ibid 283.
¹⁰³ Ibid 284.
¹⁰⁴ For example, the Commonwealth Government’s Access to Justice Report of 1994 is an example of assumptions made about the desirability of mediation as an alternative to litigation without supporting evidence or argument: see the Access to Justice Advisory Committee, Access to Justice – An Action Plan (The Sackville Report), 1994 at 71.1. See also, Boulle, above n 29 284.
Notwithstanding these fairly superficial origins, the ethic of neutrality has continued as a central tenet well past the first phase of the development of the process. The discussion in section 2 above suggests that this is because there is a deep connection between neutrality and perceptions of mediation as fair, appropriate and ethical, and because no viable alternative has yet been accepted by the mediation community.

This initial (relatively uncritical and enthusiastic) phase of the development of mediation was followed in the 1990s and 2000s by some more measured perspectives. The growth of a scholarly Australian literature critiquing the process and its benefits and disadvantages has been an important aspect of these developments. The literature analysing and questioning mediator neutrality has been a part of this.

Mediation is now in a phase, after decades of practice, where it has become entrenched as a form of dispute resolution in Australia, and is highly institutionalised. Mediation practice and scholarship have matured, particularly in relation to an appreciation of the strengths and weaknesses of the range of mediation models, the nuanced nature of the role of the mediator, and the capacity of the process to assist effectively with the resolution of a broad range of disputes. What have been described as the ‘singular beginnings’ of Australian mediation have now become ‘exceptionally diverse’ forms of application. These developments have meant, as was noted above, that the facilitative model, whilst providing the traditional paradigm of practice, is now only one amongst a range of increasingly diverse models of mediation that are practised.

From these issues arises a strong argument in support of the analysis of mediation ethics offered in this article. In terms of the development of the process in Australia, it is now timely for the neutrality ethic to be rethought and replaced with a logical and viable alternative ethical framework. The entrenched and institutionalised nature of mediation practice makes it important that the process is grounded by realistic, achievable ethical methods, as opposed to merely aspirational principles of ethical practice. The mediation community now has, or at least should have, greater capacity to accept more realistic and critical perspectives about the process, without fears that the process will, as a result, be rejected or discontinued. These are fears that were almost certainly part of the earlier developmental phases of mediation. Many experienced mediators
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are now prepared to acknowledge freely that they are unable to claim neutrality honestly, and that the demands of the complex practice of mediation often require them to move into interventionist, active approaches that far exceed the ethical process limitations of the traditional neutrality paradigm.\(^{109}\) This is an acknowledgement that, again, many were reluctant to make in the past.\(^{110}\)

Further, mediation theory must respond to the realities of developments in the dispute resolution market. That market has accepted, and indeed calls for, a greater range of process options and models, including transformative and evaluative approaches. Whilst neutrality-informed models of mediation have set the basic framework for generic conceptions of practice, and are often used in mediator training, the shift to a greater use of, for example, evaluative and settlement models\(^ {111}\) calls for a rethinking of mediation ethics.

A fresh, contemporary approach to mediation ethics is therefore justified by these market-driven developments. It cannot be considered appropriate to have a theory of mediation ethics that centralises a neutral role for the mediator, when the neutrality claim is flawed and much of the reality of practice has shifted towards other active and interventionist approaches.\(^ {112}\)

V Mayer’s Beyond Neutrality: Confronting the Crisis in Conflict Resolution

A second significant justification for the argument to rethink neutrality as an ethic of mediation arises from Mayer’s 2004 work, *Beyond Neutrality: Confronting the Crisis in Conflict Resolution*.\(^ {113}\) Mayer is a recognised scholar and leader in the international conflict resolution field. He is an experienced mediators since 2000, particularly on the issue of the place of neutrality in the theory and practice of mediation. These conversations occur, for example, at the bi-annual National Mediation Conference.


\(^{110}\) See comments above.


\(^{112}\) See for example Fisher, above n 109.

\(^{113}\) Mayer, above n 100.
Mayer wrote *Beyond Neutrality* in 2004 as a response to his anticipation of dramatic developments in the conflict resolution field before 2020, and as a constructive contribution to addressing the imperatives of what he termed a ‘crisis in our field.’ In the preface to the work he writes of the need to learn from crisis, and work on our weaknesses’ in order for the field to grow.

For Mayer the crisis for the conflict resolution field is first, that practitioners have ‘fallen too easily into a limited set of roles and purposes;’ and second, that the field has not taken ‘a hard and unflinching look at the reasons for the limits we’ve encountered, the questionable nature of some of our most common assumptions, or the mixed results of our efforts.’ In particular, Mayer believes mediators need to ‘get past’ the third party neutral role and envisage a broader range of roles that are not necessarily neutral.

Mayer acknowledges the importance of neutrality as a concept in conflict resolution, particularly, as was noted above, as a source of the credibility of the process as an alternative to litigation. A practitioner’s commitment to being neutral is recognised as the way in which they currently convey their values and ethics. Neutrality offers ‘a clear message to the public about who we are or what we do. It simplifies our presentation of our values and our role.’ Mayer notes that this is a key reason why the label of ‘third-party neutral’ has continued, even though neutrality is ‘a hard concept to nail down’, and ‘has different meanings in different cultural contexts.’

Mayer’s work reflects, however, that the move beyond neutrality is important for a number of reasons. First, in the current paradigm of practice ‘the conflict resolution field has not reached its potential to have an impact on how conflict
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is conducted.”\textsuperscript{125} Second, people often do not trust in a mediator’s neutrality.\textsuperscript{126} Whilst neutrality is a source of process credibility, it is also a source of ‘mis-

trust and doubt.’\textsuperscript{127} Mayer’s view is that although neutrality may at times be essential, if less emphasis were placed on this aspect of the practitioner’s role ‘we might actually be trusted more.’\textsuperscript{128} Third, ‘neutrality is not what people embroiled in conflict are usually looking for.’\textsuperscript{129} It is Mayer’s experience that ‘people often want advice, recommendations, and evaluations of their case; assistance in persuading others; or vindication of their actions and positions.’\textsuperscript{130} People often ‘want or need something other than the intervention of third-party neutrals.’\textsuperscript{131} Fourth, neutrality does not always help address the particular needs of people in conflict, for example, their need for ‘power, protection, and good solutions.’\textsuperscript{132} Fifth, neutrality offers a limited role for the conflict resolution professional.\textsuperscript{133} Although a commitment to neutrality may result in ‘a safe, flexible, informal, and creative forum for interchange’, it does not necessarily create ‘sufficient opportunities for voice, justice, vindication, validation, or impact.’\textsuperscript{134} Therefore, the ability of practitioners ‘to assist people in conflict can be seriously constrained by the neutral role.’\textsuperscript{135} Sixth, ‘neutrality makes sense only as a statement of intention, not of behaviour.’\textsuperscript{136} Mayer openly acknowledges that practitioners ‘bring with us a set of beliefs, values, and interests to every con-

flict we enter, no matter how firmly we are committed to neutrality.’\textsuperscript{137} The actions and decisions of practitioners in a process reflect these beliefs and val-
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uses, ‘and the disputants we work with are sensitive to this’. In this way, an assertion of neutrality, whilst appearing to clarify the practitioner’s role, can also ‘obfuscate or distort the real nature of what we have to contribute.’

In Mayer’s view the response to the ‘crisis in the field’, a crisis largely centred on the ethic of neutrality, can take one of two possible directions. Either the field ‘can deny or avoid the challenges confronting us, or we can adapt to them and emerge as a stronger field’. To deny or avoid the challenges will, in his view, result in having ‘to accept a very encapsulated role for our field.’ For Mayer, the choice must be made to face the current limits of, and challenges to, practice and acknowledge that ‘some of our operating assumptions are wrong or at least limited.’ Neutrality is the critical limitation he believes must be dealt with.

In moving dispute resolution practice beyond the limitations of neutrality, Mayer proposes three things. First, that the field maintains a focus on the core values of conflict resolution practice. Second, that the role of the dispute resolution professional is re-conceptualised. And third, that clearer standards of accountability for practice are developed. These are discussed briefly in turn below with reference to the ways in which this article provides a response to Mayer’s proposals.

First, in relation to the core values of conflict resolution Mayer identifies the following: ‘being hard on the problem, easy on the people; empowering disputants; respecting diversity, believing in communication; promoting social justice; valuing creativity; maintaining optimism.’ These can be further summarised as: ‘empowerment, self-determination, participatory democracy, and nonviolence.’ In addition, conflict resolution is identified as offering ‘a focus on the integrative potential of conflict’, a needs-based approach, and a focus on communication, process and systems.

In moving beyond neutrality to a new paradigm of practice, there is no suggestion or implication that these values and characteristics must be abandoned.
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or changed. However, if these values are to be achieved, dispute resolution practitioners have to be more than ‘third-party neutrals.’\textsuperscript{147} This article aims to support Mayer’s call to move beyond neutrality by calling on the Australian mediation community to ‘strengthen the clarity that practitioners share about the heart of what they have to offer and providing services accordingly.’\textsuperscript{148}

Second, in relation to reconceptualising the dispute resolution practitioner’s role, Mayer has said: we need ‘to include a greater emphasis on assisting people in engaging in conflict’, and define the practitioner’s role more broadly.\textsuperscript{149} In order to achieve this, the field must ‘revisit what our purpose is, what our knowledge base is, what our defining values are, and what is at the heart of what we have to offer.’\textsuperscript{150}

Mayer particularly advocates for an active role for the mediator in empowering disputants. By ‘enabling disputants to handle their own conflict’,\textsuperscript{151} practitioners assist them to productively engage in the conflict in order to take on their own decision making. However, when parties are unable to do this, Mayer’s view is that the practitioner’s role shifts to more active assistance with the aim of minimising ‘the degree to which they must cede power to others to deal with their issues.’\textsuperscript{152} A practitioner’s active facilitation of the empowerment of the parties will be achieved in different ways for different parties. It does, however, require that practitioners no longer see themselves in the limited role of third party neutral, but rather in an expanded role as specialists in conflict engagement who ‘are defined by their knowledge of conflict and the variety of ways in which it can be approached.’\textsuperscript{153} For Mayer, when practitioners face ‘the question of who we are if we are not neutrals,’\textsuperscript{154} there is a challenge but also a timely opportunity for growth.\textsuperscript{155} He suggests that practitioners will find answers ‘from a deeper understanding of and belief in what we have to
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In relation to developing better accountability for dispute resolution standards of practice, Mayer has said: ‘We need clear standards of accountability as we move forward for ethical and practical reasons.’ Stronger accountability is a requirement of the increasing institutionalisation of conflict resolution processes, and a necessary response to society’s acceptance and valuing of such processes and their ‘important ongoing role.’ For Mayer, it is critical in moving beyond neutrality that ‘the bounds between neutrality and advocacy’ are not loosened in a dangerous way. The field must be careful.

Mayer reminds us that it is important to remember that ‘we are not inventing an entirely new field, but recognising changes that need to occur in an existing profession.’ Taking care in reconceptualising the dispute resolution practitioner’s role means, therefore, also respecting many of the existing standards that ‘will continue to be valid for an expanded role, including standards about the boundaries between the roles we might play in our work and about disclosure and confidentiality.’ This article asks the mediation community to engage in the ‘healthy’ but ‘troubling’ work of facing the ethical dilemmas and challenges that neutrality poses.

In summary, the work of Mayer provides some clear and important justifications for rethinking neutrality as an ethic of mediation. Mayer’s call for a re-examination of who mediators are, what mediators do, why they do it, and how they think about it is provocative. This concern is related to the next additional justification for rethinking neutrality as an ethic of mediation which is the need for the process to be better able to address issues of power imbalance.

VI The Issue of Power Imbalances in Mediation

A third key justification for rethinking neutrality relates to Mayer’s concern to ensure that the potential in mediation for achieving party empowerment is realised. It is a justification for a reconsideration of the ethical framework of
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mediation based on the problems associated with effectively addressing power imbalances between the parties in the facilitative, neutrality-centred paradigm of practice.

Inspired by the writing of Astor in the 1990s about the problems arising for victims of domestic violence in mediation, the issue of power imbalances in the process has long been a concern of this author’s writing.¹⁶⁵ My concern has been that it is problematic that mediators claim neutrality and yet also claim to be able to do things that are incompatible with an asserted neutral persona, for example, redress power imbalances between the parties.¹⁶⁶ If a me-
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Mediator intervenes by increasing the power of a weaker party or reducing that of a stronger party, they are making and acting on personal value judgments that are likely to affect the outcome of the dispute, and this is not neutral behaviour. It is important that such activity is done ethically. However, the neutrality ethic in fact offers mediators no guidance on this point.

The issue of redressing power imbalances has been considered a major issue in mediation theory and practice for some time.\(^{167}\) The seriousness of the issue is that assertions of mediator neutrality within the current paradigm are contradicted by interventions to address power imbalances, and therefore claims of neutrality effectively misrepresent what it is that mediators are doing in the process. Mediators do have some effective tools and strategies to address power imbalances.\(^{168}\) However, these sorts of interventions are not neutral and involve significant skill and competency to achieve effectively in practice. A more interventionist role for mediators in this context also involves significant trust on the part of the parties that the mediator will not abuse their power. This issue therefore highlights Mayer’s concern for the field to develop more accurate explanations of the practitioner’s role, particularly in terms of what they have to offer parties where there is a significant power imbalance.

Problematically, claims within the current paradigm that mediators are able to redress power imbalances in mediation do not adequately acknowledge the unavoidable ethical conflict that arises with assertions of neutrality. For example, Davis and Salem in their 1984 article entitled ‘Dealing with Power Imbalances in the Mediation of Interpersonal Disputes’ detail an 11 point approach. This approach, whilst useful in many ways, avoids addressing the key difficult ethical issues, and reflects a relatively superficial understanding of the dynamics of some forms of power imbalance, for example, those created by a history of domestic or family violence.\(^{169}\) The 11 points are: do not make unnecessary assumptions about existing power relationships, exploit mediation’s innate ability to address power imbalances, encourage the parties to share knowledge, use the parties’ desire to settle as a lever, compensate for low-level negotiating skills, interrupt intimidating negotiating patterns, make accommodations for language differences when the parties speak different languages, respect the
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needs of young parties, watch to see that one party does not settle out of fear of violence or retaliation, conduct mediation in a context that offers information and support to the parties, and do not rush settlement. In their articulation of these eleven points there is no real explanation given as to how a mediator might remain true to their ethical claim of neutrality whilst enacting these steps to actively assist a disadvantaged party.

The consequence of failing to acknowledge the reality of the intersection of these issues is serious because it impacts on the credibility and legitimacy of the process, and also on the potential for fair and just outcomes to be achieved. It is also an issue which impacts on the well-being and possible safety of mediators and also the parties.

There is no doubt that the mediation process has the potential to address power imbalances between the parties. With great skill and competence, and with attention to ethical, integrated practice, this can be done well and result in appropriate and just outcomes. However, it is not accurate to claim neutrality alongside claims that power imbalances can be effectively addressed. As commentators such as Mayer and Astor have said, the issue of party empowerment is a critical one that provides a serious imperative for a reassessment of the concept of neutrality.

VII CONCLUSION

This article argues that the problems associated with a continued reliance on aspirational notions of mediator neutrality in mediation ethics must be addressed. Whilst the concept of neutrality has been of central importance to the development and acceptance of the mediation process to date, particularly as a legitimizing factor for the recognition of mediation as an appropriate alternative to litigation, the concept of neutrality is increasingly lacking relevance to contemporary models of mediation and the realities of the demands of the mediation room. The practice of mediation has now developed beyond its theoretical foundations. The current ethical theory for the process is not only
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unsustainable, it is also unrealistic.

The argument of this article is important because the contemporary dispute resolution environment is one in which mediation is fast becoming an institutionalised dispute resolution option in many contexts, and an option of first resort for many parties. The article responds to the crisis in the dispute resolution field that neutrality has created and seeks to re-open discussion in the mediation community about a way of reconceptualising the importance and relevance of their practice.

The Australian Mediator Standards Board has a critical role to play in moving this issue forward. The Australian Mediator Standards Board (MSB) was established in September 2010, and is part of developments in the voluntary National Mediator Accreditation System (NMAS) which support a move to establish a professional infrastructure for mediators. The purpose of the MSB is to take responsibility for the administration and enforcement of standards of practice under the NMAS. In other words the MSB is an emergent professional regulatory body. This Board has the capacity to play an important and influential role in the rethinking of mediation ethics for contemporary mediation practice, and in the development of professional ethics and standards of practice for the mediation field in Australia into the future. This article calls on the Board to take up the opportunity to reconceptualise mediation ethics for contemporary practice.
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